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Competitive Advertising
Challenges
Lauren Aronson, Partner
Crowell & Moring LLP

Advertising Law Basic Principles
• Advertising must be truthful and not misleading.
• Companies are responsible for all claims – express and implied – that
reasonable consumers take from an ad.
• Claims must be substantiated before they are made.
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Where Do The Rules Come From?
• Section 5 of the FTC Act
– Deceptive Practices
•
•
•

Representation or omission
Likely to mislead consumers acting reasonably
under the circumstances
Material

– Unfair Practices

• FTC Rules and Guidance. For example:
–
–
–
–
–

Dot Com Disclosure Guides
Green Guides
Made in USA Guides
Endorsement and Testimonial Guides
Negative Option Rule

• State UDAP statues, modeled after
Section 5
• AG enforcement
• Private rights of action
• Multistate attorney general
enforcement
• NAAG
• NAD, NARB Precedent
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Identifying Claims Requiring Substantiation
• Express Claims
– Literal statements in the advertising

• Implied Claims
– Net impression
– May be conveyed through words or graphics

• Puffery (No substantiation needed)
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Express Claims: Examples
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Implied Claims

Classic Examples of Puffery
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Material Information Must Be Disclosed
• Information likely to influence the purchase decision:
–
–
–
–
–

Total costs to receive/use the product/service
Required contracts
Offer expiration dates
Eligibility/qualifications
Restrictions/limits on use/availability

• Disclosures must be clear and conspicuous
• But, the disclosures cannot contradict the claim
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The National Advertising Division (NAD)
Standard Track
• Timeline of 4-6 months.
• Open to all national advertising claims in any media.
• Challenger outlines false and misleading claims in Challenge Letter.
o Advertiser has 15 business days after receiving Challenge from NAD to send
First Response.
o Challenger’s Reply due 10 business days later.

o Advertiser’s Second Response due 10 business days later.

• Parties can request separate meetings with NAD.
• NAD can request further comments or data from either side.

• Under the rules, NAD has 20 business days to formulate written decision.
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NAD Challenge Procedure
Fast-Track SWIFT
• Single issue cases limited to three types of claims:
– Prominence or sufficiency of disclosures in influencer marketing, native
advertising, and incentivized reviews.
– Misleading pricing and sales claims.
– Misleading express claims that don’t require review of complex evidence or
substantiation.

• Decisions within 20 business days and only one substantive submission per
party.
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NAD Challenge Procedure
Complex Track
• Time to decision is determined by the parties.
• For claims requiring complex substantiation.
• Advertiser may request transfer to complex track within 5 days of receiving
standard challenge.
• Challenger outlines false and misleading claims in Challenge Letter.
– Challenge Letter, Advertiser’s First Response, Challenger’s Reply, and Advertiser’s
Final Response limited to 30 pages (standard track is 20 pages).

• Includes scheduling conference and case meetings held ex parte with each
party after the Advertiser’s First Response. Also sometimes case meeting
before final submission.
• NAD has 30 business days to formulate written decision.
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Burdens of Proof
• Advertiser must have a reasonable basis for all express and implied claims.
o NAD can “step into the consumer’s shoes” and determine implied claims on its
own.

• Once the advertiser establishes a reasonable basis, the challenger must
show:
o It has better evidence OR
o The advertiser’s substantiation is fatally flawed.
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Enforcement Authority
• If NAD finds claims to be unsubstantiated, recommends that the advertiser
modify or discontinue claims.
• No:
o Damages
o Injunction

o Enforcement authority

• Compliance Process
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NAD Partnership with Facebook
• Announced December 2020.
• Allows NAD to share case outcomes addressing Facebook directly with
Facebook, allowing Facebook’s enforcement teams to take action against
ads that violate its truth-in-advertising rules.
• Advances the effectiveness of the self-regulatory process.
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Appeals
• Advertiser can appeal by right.

• Challenger can seek permission to appeal.
o But, if the Advertiser appeals, the Challenger has the right to cross-appeal
issues not appealed by the Advertiser.

• NARB Panel
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Lanham Act: Not Just Trademarks
“Any person who, on or in connection with any goods or services, or any
container for goods, uses in commerce any word, term, name, symbol, or
device, or any combination thereof, or any false designation of origin, false or
misleading description of fact, or false or misleading representation of fact,
which . . . (B) in commercial advertising or promotion, misrepresents the
nature, characteristics, qualities, or geographic origin of his or her or another
person’s goods, services, or commercial activities shall be liable in a civil
action by any person who believes that he or she is likely to be damaged by
such act.”
41 U.S.C. § 1125(a)(1)
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Lanham Act Section 43(a)
Elements:

• False or misleading statement of fact
• Used in a commercial advertisement
• Deceives in a material way

• In Interstate Commerce
• Caused or Likely to Cause Competitive or Commercial Injury to Plaintiff
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Lanham Act v. NAD
•

Lanham Act

•

NAD

o Plaintiff has burden of proof

o Advertiser must have reasonable basis

o Public proceeding

o Advertiser can submit
confidential/proprietary information to NAD
without disclosing to challenger

o Confidential, proprietary information shared
between the parties.

o Discovery
o Possible counterclaims

o Implied claims require survey
o Legally binding results
o Must move quickly or no irreparable harm
o Expensive

o No discovery
o No counterclaims
o No survey required
o Recommendations not legally binding
o Relatively quick to decision
o Significantly less expensive than litigation
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False or Misleading Statement of Fact
• Literally False

• Literally False by Necessary Implication
• Literally True, but Likely to Mislead
o Requires proof of deception.
o Survey: Generally must show 15-20% consumer confusion.
o TRO, PI extremely unlikely
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Standing
• No consumer standing under the Lanham Act.

• Need not be a direct competitor.
• Post-Lexmark (134 S.Ct. 1377) Standing Text:
o Must allege an injury to a commercial interest in reputation or sales.
o Plaintiff must show injuries proximately caused by violations of the statute.
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Injury
• Plaintiff must show that it is likely to be injured by the false advertising.

• Likelihood of injury will not be presumed.
• Types of injury:
o Declining sales
o Diverted customers
o Loss of good will
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Remedies: Injunctive Relief
• Lanham Act cases are generally resolved with a Preliminary Injunction.
o Plaintiffs generally move for a TRO, then PI.
o For TRO/PI, must show:
− Likelihood of success on the merits
− Irreparable harm – must act quickly, monetary injury is not irreparable harm.

− Balance of harms in favor of injunction
− Injunction in the public interest.

o

Not likely to be granted for implied claims.
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Proof of Irreparable Harm
• As of Dec. 27, 2020, the statement of congressional authorization for a
rebuttable presumption of irreparable harm was added to § 1116(a).
o “A Plaintiff seeking any such injunction shall be entitled to a rebuttable
presumption of irreparable harm upon a finding of a violation identified in this
subsection . . . .”
o In Suzie’s Brewery Company v. Anheuser-Busch Companies, LLC, the court found
the Plaintiff was entitled to the benefit of a rebuttable presumption provided in
§ 1116(a). 2021 WL 472915 (D. Or. Feb. 9, 2021).
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Remedies: Monetary Injury
• Lanham Act cases rarely proceed to final trial.

• Plaintiff’s can recover damages as to lost profits, defendants’ profits
attributable to the false advertising, and corrective advertising expenses.
• Complicated: Difficult to measure, requires expert testimony.
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Other Options
• Cease and Desist Letter
o Can make it more difficult to show irreparable harm.

• Complaints to FTC/State Attorneys General
o No control over investigation, whether investigation happens
o Issue may not be within enforcement priorities
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Trademark Strategies
for E-Commerce
Emily T. Kappers, Counsel
Crowell & Moring LLP

Protecting Your Brand in the Digital Age
• The Internet is vast. Company resources are not.
– Rise of e-commerce and social media also led to the rise of infringement
opportunities.

• The good news?
– Most digital platforms provide mechanisms to enforce your rights.

• Position yourself to take full advantage.
– Federal trademark registrations are key for online enforcement.
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A Change in the Equation
An increasing need for federal trademark registration.
• Then v. Now
– The difference 15 years makes.

• A federal trademark registration has become critical.
– Lack of registration has the potential to:
• Create problems.
• Cause expense.
• Limit authentic selling abilities on ecommerce sites.

• Revisiting registration for longstanding, but unregistered, marks.
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Plan to Protect
Creating and using an enforcement plan.
• Identifying most important marks.
• Develop a monitoring program.
– Inhouse v. outside vendors.
– Once a week.
– Make a record.

• Delineating levels of infringement.
– All infringements are not created equal.
• Use of a mark to sell unauthorized products.
• Use of a mark in a parked domain name.

• Walk away from whack-a-mole.
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Social Media and Your Marks
Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter – Oh My.
• Social media provides a far reaching platform for infringers.

• Platforms like Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter offer brand owners
mechanisms to request removal of infringing content.
– Usually found in the platform’s “Help Center.”
– Usually require proof of federal trademark registration.

• Always make a record!
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Webpages and Online Marketplaces
• Online Marketplace Protections for Brand Owners
– Amazon Brand Registry
– eBay Verified Rights Owner Programs (VeRO)

• Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy
– Created to deal with cybersquatters.
• Domain name is identical or confusingly similar to a complainant’s trademarks;
• Domain name owner does not have any rights or legitimate interests in the domain name; and
• Domain name was registered and is being used in bad faith.
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What More Can I Do?
• Cease and Desist Letters
– Consider your audience.
– Have a back-up plan.

• Civil Action
– Always a viable option.
– Always expensive.

© Home Box Office, Inc.
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Cybersecurity Blind Spots
And How to Mind Them
Alexander Urbelis, Senior Counsel
Crowell & Moring LLP

The Domain Name System (DNS)
Critical Component of the Internet
• Decades of abusive conduct
• WWF, first UDRP, 22 years ago
• Enforcement whack-a-mole
IP problem with Security Implications
Security problem with IP Implications

Composition II
Piet Mondrian, 1930
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A Dangerous Rift of Responsibility
A Frequently Exploited Blind Spot
• Number of Malicious URLs always rising
• Well known breaches have occurred
–
–
–
–

Wellpoint (we11point.com)
Carefirst (caref1rst.com)
Primera (prinnera.com)
OPM (opm-security.com)

• Like a garden, weeds grow if unattended

The Chasm of the Colorado
Thomas Moran, 1873-74
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The Danger Below the Surface
Subdomains and DNS A-Records
•
•
•
•
•
•

E.g., news.cnn.com
Unregistered and unregulated
Difficult to detect
No legal authority to remove
Used for advanced malicious activity
A favorite technique of APT groups
Beneath the Surface
Julie Dillon, 2006
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An Active Threat
Targeting US critical infrastructure
• Pharma, Energy, Hospitals, Defense,
Heavy Industry, Government,
Universities, Food Distribution . . . .
• High profile Qatari ambassador
• Single threat actor responsible
• Likely working for multiple states
• Initial access broker possibility
• [-] 752 domains | 1,700+ targets [-]

Odd Man Out
Mr. Friedlander, 1993
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Removing the DNS Blind Spot
Converging IP and Cybersecurity
• DNS intel identifies active threats
– Impending cyber attacks
– Counterfeiting activities
– Brand dilution / misinformation

• Use IP enforcement mechanisms to
enhance cybersecurity posture
• Collaboration between Legal and
Security on DNS issues is the only
way to remove this blind spot

Graffiti Removal
Banksy, 2008
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Questions?
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